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" 

i used to Cover my birthmark up quite a 
lot iF we were going out, just beCause i 
Felt i Could have Fun and enjoy myselF 
without worrying about other people.”
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Looking different in a world where beauty and 

physical appearance are valued so highly can 

be extremely tough. At Changing Faces we hear 

every day about the challenges that young 

people with a visible difference face in their 

daily lives, where even stepping out  

of the house can be hard.

Theo*, age 11

Sophie, age 15

" 

it’s not niCe when you’re walking down 
the street and you Feel shy to show your 
FaCe… that’s a horrible, horrible Feeling 
and that’s what i Feel.”

Speaking with independent researchers from CHILDWISE, 
eleven young people with disfigurements and their 
families opened up about what it is like living with a 
visible difference in the UK today. What are their thoughts 
and concerns? How do they cope with the daily grind of 
stares and comments on their appearance? How do their 
families respond? 

Our research reveals not only how hard it can be when you 
‘look different’ but also that young people with a visible 
difference show remarkable resilience and often develop 
their own ways of coping.

What’s clear is that the words people use and the way 
they act towards young people who look different can 
have a real and significant impact. 

Young people with a visible difference want to see a world 
where people respect and understand difference, including 
at school, in their homes and communities, and online. 

* Some names have been changed 
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key points inClude: 

what we want to see Change

• Young people living with a visible difference 
often face persistent scrutiny and negative 
reactions from other people 

• Coping with negative reactions about 
appearance can have a real impact on 
young people’s wellbeing – from feelings of 
insecurity and isolation to depression

• Yet living with a visible difference can spark a 
resilience and maturity from a young age

• Appearance-related bullying is commonplace 
and even when schools are aware of the 
problem, most are unable to stop the bullying 

• The transition to secondary school can be a 
particularly difficult time 

• Bullying is not confined to schools – 
young people with a visible difference face 
unacceptable behaviour even just going to 
the shops or having a meal with family

• Family and friends are the biggest source  
of support for young people with a  
visible difference 

• Yet young people who look different often 
miss the opportunity to connect with other 
young people who have similar experiences 

• When support services are accessed,  
the results are very positive showing just 
how important they are for young people  
and parents

• Young people are acutely aware of how 
‘beauty’ and visible difference are portrayed  
in the media 

• From a young age they are exposed to negative 
stereotypes, for example characters with scars 
are almost always the ‘baddie’ 

• Young people feel strongly that there is a 
greater need for more actors with visible 
differences to play positive characters

living with a  
visible diFFerenCe 

appearanCe-related 
bullying

support positive role models 

bullying at sChool - 

support -

to foster face equality in schools and tackle 
appearance-related bullying, there’s a need for 
specific support and training targeted at 
teachers and schoolchildren

young people should have access to support early, 
including information and advice online, a safe 
space for peer to peer interaction, or professional 
1:1 support

bullying on soCial media -

positive role models -

social media platforms should adopt a  
zero-tolerance approach to appearance-related 
trolling and abuse

the media and creative industries should increase 
the number of positive role models with a  
visible difference

Respecting Difference – Changing Faces
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Alessandra was born prematurely, with a cross bite and 

Necrotising Enterocolitis (NEC). This meant that, as a 

baby, she had to undergo surgery to remove part of  

her bowel, which has left her with a scar across  

her stomach.

In the past, Alessandra has received negative comments and stares from 
strangers for her cross bite and her scar. However, she has also had people 
ask more politely why she has a scar. Both experiences made her more aware 
of her appearance. 

Her mum says that she noticed a difference in her behaviour when she was 11 
or 12 and that Alessandra became quieter and would worry about everything, 
ending up in tears most nights.

By attending Changing Faces workshops, Alessandra met other people who 
have a visible difference:

Alessandra says that Instagram can be difficult for young people who 
struggle with their appearance, as it is a place where people only show the 
perfect side of life. 

" 

just being in a room with people as open to 
talk about it as you are, it makes you Feel 
you’re not alone, you realise there are other 
people like you.”

" 

i’ve posted piCtures more reCently with 
my sCar explaining my story beCause i 
no longer Felt like i needed to hide it. i 
thought it would be better For my Friends 
iF i posted it and showed them that i’m not 
blending in, beCause that’s not what we 
should do.”
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Last year, Alessandra considered corrective surgery 
for her cross bite but decided against it because 
she now feels her different appearance is part of 
what makes her who she is.

Alessandra wants people to know that, 

" 

sCars aren’t just 
sCribbles on your 

body, it’s the artwork 
that you Call you- 
everyone’s beautiFul 
by being themselves.”

" 

behind every sCar there is  
a story, and the sCar is just 
the Front Cover - no one Can 
really judge you until they 
read that story.”

Respecting Difference – Changing Faces
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Theo, aged 11

" 

i do notiCe it. like i was out 
in the street today and the 
amount oF people that stared 
at me was unbelievable.”
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Callum, age 11

Theo’s Mum 

" 

some people stare at me in a very rude 
way… and it’s like i’m an alien… but we’re 
all human.”

" 

he doesn’t notiCe. it’s never 
aFFeCted him. he is not one oF 
these people that has been 
bullied or anything like that...”

Callum’s experience of living with a visible difference is, 
unfortunately, not an isolated case. In a world which values a 
narrow definition of beauty, it can be extremely difficult if you look 
or feel different. This is especially the case for the 86,000 children 
and young people in the UK today with a significant disfigurement.

Many of the young people we spoke to were very aware of the 
negative reactions of others. A prolonged stare, a finger pointed in 
their direction, a group of friends all nudging each other when they 
walked past – our young people often experience these on a daily 
basis. Quite often parents are unaware of quite how difficult  
things are:

Most of the young people we spoke to had insecurities and worries 
about their appearance – the daily reality of living with a visible 
difference is clearly hard to deal with at times. One boy said that he 
wanted “people to understand – if they were me, would they like to 
be stared at 24/7 and looked at weirdly?”.

All of the young people felt strongly that they didn’t want to be 
defined by their appearance – but not all were confident about 
embracing their difference. Some spoke about covering up with 
make-up or clothing. One boy said he deliberately wears clothes 
that cover the skin condition on his legs and arms.
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Their experiences highlight just how tough it can 
be to feel different, especially during the teenage 
years when there is real pressure to ‘fit in’. They 
talked of isolation, even when they had the support 
of their family and friends. Even the youngest 
confessed to feelings of depression when they 
thought about their appearance, reflecting our 
previous research that:

Two young people said that they had thought 
about ‘not being here anymore’. 

A few admitted that they sometimes change the 
way they behave around other people, which 
reflects our previous research that concerns about 
appearance can influence behaviour. For example,

But living with visible difference also seems to 
spark a resilience and maturity. All the young 
people said they don’t want to be defined by  
their difference. 

“sometimes when people say 

something that’s mean, you get 

down about it, but then you just 

have to Carry on with your day,” 

said one girl.

“i don’t really see why i  

should Change myselF For other 

people - iF they stare it’s their 

problem not mine. i Feel really 

strongly that people should 

aCCept who they are and  

what they look like.” 

Sophie, aged 15 

Parents also commented on how proud they  
were of their children and the way they have  
coped with difficult behaviour, such as staring or 
rude comments. Sophie’s mum said, 

“she has grown in ConFidenCe. 

her attitude is ‘why should i let 

other people bother me? it’s 

their problem not mine’. i think 

that’s brilliant.” 

Few young people looked to change their behaviour 
as a result of their experiences. Quite the opposite 
– they were determined to embrace life. They didn’t 
want to be treated or viewed differently to other 
people their age. Many regarded their difference  
as an integral part of their identity – one girl had 
turned down surgery to minimise her visible 
difference, whilst another admitted she had made  
a conscious decision to stop covering up. 

“i used to Cover my birthmark up 

quite a lot iF we were going out, 

just beCause i Felt i Could have Fun 

and enjoy myselF without worrying 

about other people. but now i 

don’t really Cover it up anymore, 

i just try and Forget about… i’ve 

deFinitely embraCed it more, and 

i’ve deFinitely learnt that just 

beCause i have a birthmark it 

doesn’t deFine who i am.”

Sophie, aged 15

one in ten (10%)

say that they’re depressed about the  
way they look

young people 
say they don’t go out in 
public or to school because 
of how they look. 

in1 6

Respecting Difference – Changing Faces
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Mum of 11-year-old boy

" 

he developed a twitCh, he 
was losing his hair. it was all 
down to anxiety. he was being 
siCk in the morning.”

appearanCe-related bullying 

bullying at sChool 

Being out in public or at school can be difficult if 
you ‘look different’ because of the behaviour of 

admit that they, or 
someone they know, have 
taken a photo of someone 
with a visible difference.

in1 6

others. Our research found that over a quarter of 
young people have felt uncomfortable and walked 
away from someone with a visible difference, or 
know someone who has done this.

Appearance related bullying happens in schools across the UK, with almost half of 
young people with a visible difference affected. This type of bullying often gets worse as 
young people move to secondary school – with more than six in ten teens experiencing 
negative or nasty comments about their appearance. 

Most of the young people we spoke with  
admitted they’d been bullied at school because of 
how they looked. They described physical abuse, 
rude comments whispered behind their backs or 
shouted out in classrooms, and behaviour that 
isolated them from others. They “pick one thing 
about you then that lasts the whole year,” said  
one boy.

At its most extreme, one boy suffered prolonged 
physical aggression, simply because of the way  
he looked. 

“In my first school it  
was physical bullying.  
They pushed me on the  
floor. I think it was a bit 
because they were  
jealous of me because  
I was smarter than 
them and because  
of the way I looked.”

Most young people said they tried to ignore  
the bullying, again reflecting their determination 
to get on with their lives and refuse to let it affect 
them. Others did tell their parents, often resulting 
in meetings with the school. The results are not 
always positive. The young person who experienced 
prolonged physical violence eventually did report it 
to a teacher. But the bullies were never disciplined 
and he ended up moving to another school.

Our research shows that the  

vast majority  
of those bullied for their appearance

said their primary school 
did not succeed in  

stopping the bullying.90%nearly 
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Theo, aged 11

" 

it’s not niCe when you’re walking down the 
street and you Feel shy to show your FaCe… 
that’s a horrible, horrible Feeling and that’s 
what i Feel.”

bullying in publiC 

For people with a visible difference, a trip to the shops, a meal in a restaurant, even just 
walking down the street can involve a level of scrutiny that anyone would find hard to 
deal with. The majority of the young people we spoke to had encountered persistent 
and rude staring: several had been verbally abused or heard insensitive comments. 

Continues on page 12 »

The move from primary school to secondary  
school can be a particularly difficult time, for  
both young people and parents. Those who had 
already made the transition often highlighted it as 
one of the toughest periods. Sophie, who decided 
not to cover up her birthmark at secondary school, 
says: “One boy bullied me quite badly. He would 
shout things at me and call me ‘iron burn’ when he 
walked past. It went on for weeks and weeks.” 

Others told similar stories: 

“it was more when i First Came 

into seCondary sChool, From  

about year 7 to year 8. you’d  

have people Constantly shouting 

about it and making me Feel 

really unComFortable.” 

Daisy, aged 14 

For those yet to make the move, it was also a source 
of real anxiety. One of the girls described feeling 
nervous about what the other children would say: 
“I feel like, because I’m not the same as everybody 
else, and I look a bit different, they’ll probably be like 
‘oh god, what’s wrong with her’”.

Leaving behind a familiar environment, and strong 
relationships with friends and teachers, to meet 

new people and start all over again is often tough 
for young people with a visible difference.

“i’ll be kind oF selF-ConsCious 

about what they’re saying and 

what they’re thinking, and what 

they might be saying to my other 

Friends behind my baCk,” 

said one girl. 

Not only is it an unsettling time for young 
people, but for their parents too. One mum  
said she planned to speak to the new Headteacher 
to see what could be done to ensure pupils were 
more understanding and considerate towards  
her son. These experiences 
highlight the importance 
of good support when 
young people with 
visible differences move 
schools and the need for 
teachers and parents 
to understand how to 
tackle appearance-
related bullying.

Respecting Difference – Changing Faces
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" 

she went From being a happy little girl who was 
doing really well at sChool to a girl who would 
Cry, who didn’t want to go to sChool and was 
really unhappy”,

" 

people need to be more aCCepting oF diFFerenCe, 
no-one’s perFeCt and just beCause you don’t 
look like other people doesn’t mean you  
are any less Capable. when she was born i just 
looked at ellie-mae with her sparkling blue 
eyes and thought how beautiFul she was.”
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When Ellie-Mae was born, her mum Jane still 

remembers the horrified look that the midwife gave her. 

Ellie-Mae had a bilateral cleft lip and palate and at six 

months she had the first of many operations. 

Jane remembers the rude remarks whenever she took Ellie-Mae out –

" 

i went shopping For baby Clothes and 
another mother in the shop told me that  
i shouldn’t bring ellie-mae out in publiC.  
i was so shoCked and upset.”

Jane says it was very hard and people would stare at Ellie-Mae when she went out 
because she looked different.

When Ellie-Mae was eight years old she was bullied by a couple of older girls at her 
school. Ellie-Mae says she remembers them telling her ‘You’re not nice, you’re not 
normal’ and feeling scared.

says Jane. Although the school intervened, Jane had to prompt them to take action  
and the bullying went on for a couple of years. Jane contacted Changing Faces and both 
her and Ellie-Mae received counselling and support. Changing Faces also worked with 
the school. During this time Ellie-Mae grew in confidence, building a strong group of 
friends. This support continued as Ellie-Mae prepared for the move to  
secondary school. 
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While secondary school has been a challenge, 
especially as it has meant going from a school with 
100 pupils to one with over 3,000, Jane is incredibly 
proud of how Ellie-Mae has coped: 

 
 
 

Ellie-Mae says,

"i like being me and i try 
and just brush it oFF 
iF people are mean or 

iF they stare. it used to 
make me upset but now 
i want to Change how 

people are and make them 
understand why they 

shouldn’t stare or laugh 
behind my baCk.”

" 

she’s had a tough journey but 
she’s now got a good group 
oF Friends and she’s proud to 
talk about who she is. i think 
she’s a muCh stronger person 
beCause oF everything she’s 
been through.” 

Respecting Difference – Changing Faces
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Some try and ignore the stares and some parents 
admitted that they hadn’t realised what was going 
on until much later. Sophie’s mum says: “I was 
completely oblivious. We would often come back 
from a day out and I sort of could tell it hadn’t been 
a great day and I’d say you know, ‘did you not enjoy 
yourself?’ and she went “well everyone was staring 
and pointing” and I felt awful - she hadn’t said 
anything at the time.”

The parents we spoke to were understandably 
protective. One mum confronts people when they 
stare at her son, and often tells them to ‘mind their 
own business’. Another spoke about having to 

shield her son from the stares 
when they are on the tube. 

Despite this he did notice: 

“they were just 

towering over me, 

staring at me and 

it was horrible.”

“we’re stuCk in a plaCe and we 

Can’t go anywhere… we don’t 

want to start an argument.  

we want to be peaCeable. so i 

just put my body in Front.” 

Mum of 11-year-old boy

Some young people mentioned they are more 
tolerant of children looking at them in public and 
find adults harder to deal with:

“it is mainly kids that stare  

and obviously now that i am  

older i know kids are Curious 

when they see someone diFFerent 

or someone that they are not 

used to. they are going to look 

and that is Fine but when it is 

adults then it is a bit awkward.” 

Hannah, aged 17

" 

i think there needs to be 
restriCtions on what people 
Can say to other people 
online. people say things that 
they maybe wouldn’t say in 
real liFe to that person.”

bullying on soCial media 

But it’s not just school or being out in public that can be a problem. Young people with 
visible differences also have to contend with the world of social media. Their experiences 
of bullying online – from nasty comments on young people’s photos, to abusive private 
messages – reflect our research that one in four young people have received nasty online 
messages. One of the girls we spoke to said she had received bullying comments about 
her appearance from an anonymous account. 

Daisy, aged 14

young people
have received nasty online messages.

in1 4
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This reflects our findings that 

young people feel social media companies should 
react immediately if there are negative comments 

about people who look different. 

of children and young people also believe  
it should be a crime to make negative comments  
on social media about people who look different. 

Previous research shows that as people get older 
online bullying continues, with almost everyone 
with a disfigurement having seen a social media 
post or photo that mocked someone’s appearance. 

Yet some young people found online bullying easier 
to deal with. They felt they had more control, pointing 
out that their accounts were private, meaning they 
could decide who viewed their content and who they 
wanted to engage with. 

“it’s so easy to now to just bloCk 

people, so iF someone’s bullying you 

don’t respond. they’re not worth 

your time, so just get rid oF them. 

all they are is a problem that Can 

be erased, espeCially iF they’re online 

and you’ve never seen them beFore.” 

Michael, aged 14

" 

when i was younger, 
about nine or ten i 
Found it really hard 
beCause there wasn’t 
anyone else around me 
who had like anything 
like a genetiC disorder 
or anything. so i Felt i 
was the odd one out.” 

Sarah, aged 17

in4 10

in1 3

support 

So how do children and young people with a 
visible difference stand up to bullying and the 
challenges they face? 

Family and friends play the biggest role in supporting  
and encouraging young people with a visible difference. 
Young people stressed how important these relationships 
are, and how much happiness, as well as security they 
bring. Yet some described missing the opportunity to 
connect with other young people with visible differences 
– to find people who can identify with their situation, who 
have shared experiences and know what it feels like to  
look different. Most had never met anyone who has the 
same condition as them, which heightened feelings of  
loneliness and isolation.

Many said they would love to speak to, or read about, 
other people who looked like them. They liked the 
idea of a safe space where they could talk openly and 
honestly with other young people who’ve had similar 
experiences. It’s clear peer-to-peer led support could 
be very valuable.

Respecting Difference – Changing Faces
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While it can be a source of bullying, social media can 
also offer support networks and opportunities to 
interact with other people who look different. One 
mum described how Twitter had changed their lives 
for the better: “we now have this extended Twitter 
family. The community have embraced him, and  
they know who he is now.” One girl said she wanted 
to set up her own online support group to help 
find people who have the same condition.

Few of the young people that we spoke to had 
actively sought external support. In particular, many 
were reluctant to seek professional support, playing 
down any issues, with one expressing concern that 
they didn’t want to ‘make a fuss’.

Yet those who had already reached out to  
get support were all extremely positive. 

The same was true for parents as well. 

“you know there was a time  

where i Couldn’t speak without 

Crying… i really do wish that 

years ago when [he] was born that 

i had had this support. i was very 

alone. very isolated.” 

said one mother. 

Clearly, there’s a real need for support services 
for parents of children with a visible difference. 
Parents spoke about not feeling adequately 
equipped to support their child, especially  
when they encountered new experiences such as  
moving to secondary school, or a new diagnosis.  
One mum said if she had known about support 
services earlier, she would have “felt a lot better.”

The young people we spoke to were very 
aware of the lack of positive role models 
who ‘look different’ in the media, in films 
and on TV. Many felt this just reinforced 
the stereotypical image of ‘beauty’ and the 
need to conform. 

“people just look For the most 

handsome or prettiest person to 

go on the Front page oF everything. 

i don’t think that’s right beCause 

everyone should get a ChanCe.” 

Theo, aged 11

For a young person to grow up watching films 
like the Lion King, Star Wars and Marvel’s Wonder 
Women is to grow up being taught that having a 
scar or a disfigurement makes you scary, or not to 
be trusted. This can have a huge impact on young 
people living with a visible difference. 

“i know in a lot oF horror Films  

the person who’s the baddie has 

maybe a sCar on their FaCe or they 

look diFFerent. i think it’s giving 

the impression that iF someone  

has a sCar that they’re bad.” 

Daisy, aged 14

“you see all the Celebrities 

who pose and they have plastiC 

surgery to make them look better 

and most girls or boys look up to 

them. you don’t really see people 

with a diFFerenCe.” 

Sophie, aged 15

children and young people  
feel there needs to be more actors with visible 
differences playing positive characters in films  
or on TV. 

So clearly, there is some work to be done with 
producers, film-makers and other industry 
professionals so that actors with visible differences 
are cast for their talent and suitability for a role, not 
simply based on their appearance.

positive role models

in4 10
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It’s clear from our research findings that daily 

life can be challenging for young people living 

with a visible difference. They are affected by the 

bullying and abuse they experience because of 

their appearance. Yet, many young people show 

great resilience and develop their own ways of 

coping with stares and negative comments. While 

this is admirable, our research clearly highlights 

areas where change and support is needed. 

bullying at sChool 
Teachers and school children should receive specific support and 
training to build their knowledge, skills and confidence to tackle 
appearance-related bullying and foster face equality in schools.

support
Young people should have access to support early, including 
information and advice online, a safe space for peer to peer 
interaction, or professional 1:1 support. Parents need to feel 
equipped to support their child with a visible difference, via  
support and advice online or facilitated access to other parents 
facing similar challenges.

bullying on soCial media

positive role models

Social media platforms must ensure that their community 
guidelines and terms and conditions support a zero-tolerance 
approach in tackling appearance-related trolling and abuse that 
targets young people with a disfigurement. They should organise 
training and support for staff that deal with user complaints.

We’re calling for a commitment from all those working in 
the media and cultural industries to increase the number of 
positive role models with a visible difference in the media. 
We’d like to see producers, film-makers and other industry 
professionals working with actors with visible differences 
based upon their talent and suitability, not simply their 
appearance. We would like actors with visible differences to 
appear in all genres of films with all character plots, where 
their differences are not the focus.

Respecting Difference – Changing Faces
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The Squire Centre
33-37 University Street
London WC1E 6JN.
Tel: 0345 450 0275
Fax: 0845 4500 276
changingfaces.org.uk

Yorkshire & The Humber Office 
yandh@changingfaces.org.uk  

Scotland Office 
Scotland@changingfaces.org.uk

Or donate online via  
changingfaces.org.uk/donate 

Registered Charity No. 1011222 

Charity registered in Scotland SC039725

Company Limited by Guarantee Registered

in England and Wales No 2710440

inFormation helpline 0345 450 0275

Changing Faces

Changing Faces is the UK’s leading charity for everyone who has a 
mark, scar or condition that makes them look different.
We want a world where everyone with a visible 
difference on their face or body has the confidence, 
support and opportunity to lead the lives they want. 

We know from the people we support and through 
our research that being different in a society 
where there is such pressure to look a certain 
way is extremely difficult. We provide advice and 

support, we challenge discrimination, and we 
campaign for a society that respects difference.

If you wish to support Changing Faces in our 
work improving the lives of people with a visible 
difference across the UK, you can do so by:

Texting ‘CFCF00 £5’ to 70070.


